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Sizing BI and SAP Lumira Software for Better
Performance
Design Studio and Lumira have converged into a single
technology with a single backend server component. How
do you size and optimise this new technology? This session
dives deep into the methodology for sizing Lumira 2.x.
Amongst the topics include architecture, methodology,
quick-sizer, load-balancing and memory management.
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Harnessing data to provide a single version of the truth.
In this session, James will detail how Agility Works are
working with a well-known electricity provider to deliver
an innovative reporting solution which consolidates group
results for seamless real-time reporting. James will give
you an insight into how SAP Cloud Platform and
BusinessObjects (Design Studio) makes it possible le to
have a single version of the truth, and most importantly,
supports the possibility to change therefore keeping the
solution relevant as the business evolves.

James Rothwell

Connecting SAP Analytics Cloud to SAP Universes
Connecting SAP Analytics Cloud to SAP Universe presents
many questions. This session will provide a complete
overview of the architecture, process flows, best practices
and a demonstration. The session will focus on the ‘live’
connector meaning that no data is uploaded into the Cloud.
The session will give you technical insights for how the
Cloud re-uses you on-premise Universes.

Matthew Shaw

Enriching Financial Reporting using Web Intelligence
National Grid has committed to regrouping and re-aligning
its financial reporting output into a standardised and feature
rich report using the Web Intelligence toolset to enable
effective management of costs.

Gary Marks &
Singh Sukhdeep

Many organisations struggle to overcome the challenges
associated with this strategy especially in a high paced and
fast changing environment whilst utilising existing
technology and pushing the boundaries of the tool to its
limits. In this session, we will take you through our journey
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and offer some insight into the challenges that we overcame
to produce some highly engaging and informative Web
Intelligence Reports.

